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...windows that bring an extra dimension to architectural expression while achieving extraordinary energy eﬃciency.









































































































































aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec!on & bushﬁre safety

Paarhammer Product Overview
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Since 1990, Paarhammer have been se•ng the benchmark in energy eﬃcient windows and
doors in Australia.
Paarhammer have developed four product ranges - the energy eﬃcient Architectural
Timber Range, the economical Komfortline, the best of both worlds Wood-Alu Range, and
the BAL-FZ compliant Bushﬁre Safe Range. Each range presents a prac!cal solu!on while
delivering our clients high performing windows and doors with superior results. Decades of
experience manufacturing windows, doors & facades, highly qualiﬁed employees, and the use
of cu•ng edge technology combine into products that meet the highest standards.
Paarhammer products feature double rebated !mber frames in the dimensions of
80 x 68mm for windows, 120 x 68mm for doors and 95 x 68mm for sliding doors. All frames
are dipped in !mber preserva!ve, sanded and spray painted twice with Adler water based
and low VOC (Vola!le Organic Compound) paint. For very dense !mbers like FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®) cer!ﬁed Manilkara, we use Cutek Wood preserva!ve.
Every Paarhammer window and door is ﬁ#ed with mul!-point locking hardware, providing
metal-to-metal security locking to guarantee close to zero air inﬁltra!on and maximum
security. The German hardware is also engineered to withstand the added weight of double
and triple glazing, and extra large sliding, bi-fold and entrance door units. Motorisa!on and
sensors are available on request.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW

The sealed double glazed units consist of glass panes with a 16mm air gap. Triple glazing has
twice 12mm air gap. The air gaps are ﬁlled with argon gas to further improve thermal
eﬃciency. All sealed glass units are in accordance with Australian Standard AS1288-2006.
For alterna!ve glazing op!ons, including Low-E, Evergreen, and I-glass, please talk to us
to get the best combina!on for your situa!on.

A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer also manufacture bushﬁre safe windows and doors for all bushﬁre levels,
including BAL-FZ (Bushﬁre A#ack Level Flame Zone), tested and approved to all relevant
Australian Standards.
Paarhammer operate in a purpose built 4000m2 manufacturing facility with many
sustainable features, such as light and waste management, where brique#es are made from
oﬀ-cuts and shavings which are used to heat the factory, oﬃces and showroom, and thereby
reduce landﬁll by around 2500m3 (or the equivalent of an Olympic size swimming pool)
per year.
Paarhammer stands for superior quality through cra%smanship and an unwavering
commitment to the environment.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Paarhammer
WERS Results
The Window Energy Rating Scheme
enables windows to be rated and
labelled for their energy impact.
To participate in WERS, window makers
must obtain energy ratings for their
products from a rating organisation that
is accredited by the AFRC (Australian
Fenestration Rating Council) and undergo
annual audits to ensure compliance.
For further information on the Window Energy Rating Scheme go to https://www.wers.net/wers-home
Paarhammer Pty Ltd

Total Window - AFRC
Cool %

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Heat %

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

2.2

0.39

0.41

0.05

2.2

0.37

0.39

0.05

1.8

0.37

0.39

0.05

1.6

0.29

0.38

0.05

Tilt & Turn Window - Double Glazed
PAR-001-01

4/16/4

PAR-001-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-001-02

4/16Ar/4S500

PAR-001-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#3)

PAR-001-03

4EG/16Ar/4S500

PAR-001-003-01

6SB60Clr/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

««««¶

«««««

««««««

««««««¶

«««««««

««««««

61%

65%

75%

72%

75%

66%

1.8

0.21

0.32

0.05

1.6

0.20

0.34

0.05

Tilt & Turn Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-002-01

4/12/3/12/4

PAR-002-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-002-02

4/12Ar/4S500/12Ar/4S500

PAR-002-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

PAR-002-03

4EG/12Ar/3/12Ar/4S500

PAR-002-003-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#3)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

«««««

«««««¶

««««««¶

«««««««

«««««««

««««««¶

66%

71%

78%

75%

76%

67%

1.8

0.35

0.38

0.05

1.7

0.33

0.35

0.05

1.4

0.31

0.33

0.05

1.5

0.26

0.34

0.05

1.5

0.19

0.29

0.05

1.3

0.24

0.34

0.05

PAR-002-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

««««««

84%

65%

1.3

0.13

0.28

0.05

PAR-002-05

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««¶

««««««

85%

65%

1.2

0.11

0.19

0.05

«««¶

«««««¶

52%

56%

2.4

0.51

0.54

0.21

2.4

0.51

0.53

0.21

«««¶

«««««¶

52%

57%

2.4

0.51

0.54

0.21

1.7

0.39

0.52

0.21

««««¶

««««««

61%

60%

1.8

0.43

0.50

0.21

1.7

0.26

0.47

0.21

Bi-Fold Doors - Double Glazed
PAR-003-01

4/16/4

PAR-003-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-003-02

4Clr/16Ar/4

PAR-003-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#3)

PAR-003-03

4EA/16Ar/4

PAR-003-003-01

6SB60Clr/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

www.paarhammer.com.au

Paarhammer Pty Ltd - con•nued

Total Window - AFRC
Cool %

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Heat %

Hea•ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Bi-Fold Doors - Triple Glazed
PAR-004-01

4/12/3/12/4

PAR-004-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-004-02

4EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4EA

PAR-004-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

PAR-004-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

PAR-004-003-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#3)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

PAR-004-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

««««

««««««

«««««

««««««

«««««««

«««««

59%

67%

82%

60%

62%

50%

1.8

0.45

0.49

0.21

1.8

0.45

0.48

0.21

1.2

0.37

0.42

0.21

1.4

0.35

0.47

0.21

1.1

0.17

0.36

0.21

1.2

0.33

0.47

0.21

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.1

0.14

0.24

0.21

«««¶

«««««¶

53%

56%

2.4

0.50

0.54

0.31

2.3

0.52

0.55

0.31

««««««

61%

60%

1.7

0.43

0.50

0.31

Sliding Door - Double Glazed
PAR-005-01

5/16/5

PAR-005-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-005-02

5EA/16Ar/5

««««¶

PAR-005-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#3)

1.6

0.40

0.54

0.31

PAR-005-003-01

6SB60Clr/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

1.6

0.27

0.49

0.31

1.8

0.45

0.49

0.31

1.7

0.46

0.50

0.31

1.2

0.38

0.43

0.31

1.3

0.36

0.49

0.31

1.1

0.17

0.37

0.31

Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-006-01

5/12/3/12/5

PAR-006-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)

PAR-006-02

5EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/5EA

PAR-006-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

PAR-006-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4ET

PAR-006-003-01

4Clr(VRD)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#3)/12Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

PAR-006-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

««««

««««««

60%

60%

«««««

««««««

67%

63%

«««««««

«««««

82%

50%

1.1

0.34

0.48

0.31

«««««««

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.15

0.25

0.31

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

50%

1.0

0.14

0.25

0.31

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.14

0.24

0.21

0.52

0.56

0.05

Scandinavian Fir Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-007-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

Scandinavian Fir Bi-Fold Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-008-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

Scandinavian Fir Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-009-01

4/12Ar/3/12Ar/4

«««¶

««««««¶

55%

65%

1.7

PAR-009-02

4PThrm/12Ar/3PThrm/12Ar/4PThrm

««««««¶

«««««¶

79%

58%

0.8

0.23

0.40

0.05

PAR-009-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

83%

52%

0.9

0.16

0.28

0.05

Wood & Aluminium Tilt & Turn Window - Double Glazed
PAR-011-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/22Ar/4Clr(VRD)

2.1

0.35

0.36

PAR-011-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/22Ar/4LightBridge(#3)

1.6

0.27

0.36

PAR-011-003-01

6SB60Clr/20Ar/4Clr(VRD)

1.6

0.20

0.34

Wood & Aluminium Tilt & Turn Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-012-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

1.6

0.33

0.35

PAR-012-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

1.3

0.26

0.34

PAR-012-003-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#3)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

1.2

0.24

0.34

Wood & Aluminium Fixed Window - Double Glazed
PAR-013-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/22Ar/4Clr(VRD)

2.3

0.52

0.55

PAR-013-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/22Ar/4LightBridge(#3)

1.5

0.40

0.54

PAR-013-003-01

6SB60Clr/20Ar/4Clr(VRD)

1.5

0.27

0.49

Wood & Aluminium Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-014-001-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)

1.6

0.47

0.50

PAR-014-002-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

1.2

0.36

0.49

PAR-014-003-01

4Clr(VRD)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#3)/16Ar/4LightBridge(#5)

1.0

0.34

0.48

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au

no draft

no fire

no noise

www.paarhammer.com.au

aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Architectural Timber Range
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Outstanding quality, security features, design ﬂexibility and extra large sizes ensure architects,
developers and home owners achieve superior results, even for their most demanding
projects, residen•al and commercial.
Our renowned windows and doors have helped architects and builders win numerous awards
for energy eﬃciency in addi•on to winning industry awards in their own right.
Custom made here in Australia, Paarhammer windows and doors have an ul•mate strength
test of up to 2300+3300pa (N4) and water penetra•on of up to 200pa N4 (C2). Unique
framing, sealing and the secure metal-to-metal locking system provide the highest energy
eﬃciency (U-values from as low as 0.8, low air inﬁltra•on from 0.05) and very high sound
protec•on up to 45dB.
Paarhammer products are double or triple glazed with argon ﬁlled spacing between the glass
panes. Choose from a variety of Australian made glass op•ons, including Low-E and
switchable I-glass. Our products are suitable for passive houses.
Timber is well loved for its strength and versa•lity. It can enhance the feeling of wellbeing
and contribute to a posi•ve, relaxed atmosphere. Timber is also perfect for energy eﬃciency
with its natural insula•ng proper•es. Our products are available in a variety of planta•on
grown •mbers, including FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) cer•ﬁed, and are factory
ﬁnished in your choice of stain or spray painted to suit your design. For aluminium exterior
cladding please visit our Wood-Alu Range, for bushﬁre solu•ons please see ‘No Fire’ Bushﬁre
Safe Range, or for paint-ready products see Komfortline.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

With patented German hardware, the energy eﬃcient Architectural Timber Range oﬀers
unparalleled security and strength. From European style •lt & turn windows to giant li"-slide
doors, no ma#er what the design, Paarhammer can create it for you, and experienced staﬀ
will provide outstanding technical support.
Also, when replacing windows or doors, astute renovators choose Paarhammer products
to vastly improve security, energy eﬃciency and noise reduc•on, and they appreciate that
our products can ﬁt sensi•vely into historic buildings.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Komfortline Range
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

This is a great way for builders to add value and achieve superior energy savings for home
buyers with paint-ready European style •lt & turn windows, ﬁxed windows, French doors,
bi-fold doors and li•-slide doors.
Custom made up to 2.4m in height, supplied sanded, primed with undercoat, and ready for
pain•ng, theeconomical Komfortline represents a substan•al saving for the builder while
sui•ng their workﬂow and contractor arrangements on site.
Key features are the unique framing, sealing and secure metal-to-metal locking system which
all work together to provide the highest energy eﬃciency (U-values from as low as 1.8, low air
inﬁltra•on from 0.05) and very high sound protec•on up to 38dB. Australian made from
planta•on grown Victorian Ash •mber from Gippsland, Komfortline products are double
glazed with a 16mm argon ﬁlled gap (Australian made glass) and feature high-tech
German hardware.
Trade range inclusions
These products feature superior Paarhammer energy savings but are limited to domes•c sizes
and double glazing, including:

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

§
§
§
§
§
§

secure •lt and turn locking;
restricted •lt func•on for child safety;
•mely delivery - installer training;
sanded and primed with undercoat - ready for pain•ng;
10 year warranty on glass;
op•onal 17mm ply reveal or ﬂyscreen available at a surcharge

As members of the Australian Window Associa•on (AWA), our quality control is backed
by a 6 year warranty on workmanship.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Wood-Alu Range
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Get the best of both worlds with low maintenance energy eﬃcient •mber windows - with no
exterior pain•ng. The engineered exterior aluminium framing is powder coated, with a wide
range of colours to choose from. The internal •mber can be factory spray painted in a variety
of stains or solid colours to suit your design. A revolu•onary back-vented clip-on technique
provides ven•la•on between the outer aluminium and inner •mber frame, extending the
durability of the window or door.
With a very narrow aluminium strip on the sash, the design presents a modern look and
is suitable for residen•al and commercial applica•ons. These Wood-Alu composite products
can also be used in conjunc•on with the Paarhammer ECO-Façade.
Available with double or triple glazing, there is a variety of glass to choose from. Patented
German hardware provides unparalleled security and strength, and the highest energy
eﬃciency with U-values from a low 0.8, no dra•s with low air inﬁltra•on from 0.05, and
an astonishing noise reduc•on of up to 42dB. The Wood-Alu Range includes •lt & turn
windows, ﬁxed windows, hinged doors, French doors, and both sliding doors and bi-fold doors
are available up to 6m wide.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer ECO Façade (curtain wall) is constructed with the strength, warmth and
energy eﬃciency of •mber inside and aluminium clad for zero maintenance outside. The
visible aluminium powder coated proﬁle is clipped onto the outside, is only 50mm wide,
available in a variety of colours, and guarantees a hardwearing and maintenance free
outer skin.
Custom made to size, each glass panel
can operate independently, enabling the
ECO Façade to accommodate inserts of
doors and openable windows to be
operated manually or motorised.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Bushﬁre Safe Range
Bushﬁre safety is the winner with our BAL-40 and BAL-FZ windows and doors.
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Many Australians love living in a bush se•ng but have to constantly cope with the threat
of bushﬁres. In addi•on, strict new building regula•ons for building or renova•ng in bushﬁre
hazard designated Bushﬁre A•ack Level (BAL) zones have put many condi•ons on all aspects
of the external built environment.
A•er extensive tes•ng, Paarhammer obtained approval for the Bushﬁre Safe Range of special
ﬁre resistant windows and doors. Paarhammer was the ﬁrst company in Australia to receive
approval for BAL-40 and even BAL-FZ designated areas. These ﬁre resistant windows and
doors have been tested to, and comply with, Australian Standards AS 3959-2018, AS 1530.8.1
and AS 1530.8.2 (and AS 3959-2009). Bushﬁre Safe products make it possible to combine
aesthe•cs and design freedom with safety - a high-quality window that can withstand
ravaging bushﬁres without the need for addi•onal shu•ers. All Bushﬁre Safe products come
with compliance cer•ﬁca•on.
Whatever your ra•ng, you can trust Paarhammer to provide you with bushﬁre safe windows
and doors that will perform like no other.
To ﬁnd out more about the BAL ra•ngs in your area, consult your local council, building
inspectors, government or local ﬁre authority.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

aw
award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Paarhammer Windows
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

As a leader in high energy-rated •mber windows, we understand that our clients are as
individual as their projects. Our customized solu•ons adapt to any situa•on and provide
a versa•le energy saving solu•on for your project.
Paarhammer Windows, including ﬁxed, "lt & turn, bi-fold and clerestory windows achieve
top energy ra•ngs with U-values from 0.8, that’s energy savings of up to 85%, and superior
noise reduc•on of up to 45dB. In addi•on to superior thermal quali•es, our frames also have
an ul•mate strength test of 2300+3300pa (N4), and water penetra•on of 200pa N4 (C2),
giving our window systems unparalleled strength and security. Mul•-point metal-to-metal
security hardware is standard, with automa•on also available.

With Paarhammer Double Hung Look-Alike Windows re-create the look of yesteryear
with all the advantages of modern technology including increased security, high energy
eﬃciency and sound protec•on. Made to order, they are essen•ally •lt & turn windows
featuring two opening posi•ons and secure mul•-point locking.
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Residen•al or commercial clients can rest easy with Paarhammer -/60/- Fire Rated Party Wall
Windows for shared or adjoining walls. Accredited in accordance with Australian Standard
AS 1530.4-2005, these 60 minute ﬁre windows are made from FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) cer•ﬁed Manilkara Bidentata (Paciﬁc Jarrah) •mber combined with Scho# Pyran S®
glass.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

award
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winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec!on & bushﬁre safety

Tilt & Turn Window Opera•on
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

The •lt & turn ﬁ"ngs are precision made in Germany and give you the ﬂexibility of two
opening posi!ons (side opening casement or top opening hopper) operated with one
handle. These ﬁ$ngs have several locking pins all around the window, which lock the sash
into the frame to provide mul!-point metal-to-metal security locking. This means that the
energy saved through double-glazing is not lost through the frame.

Turn the handle up ver!cally
and you have a top opening
hopper window

Tilted, our windows allow for
excellent ven!la!on and are
much more secure than
conven!onal windows

Turn the same locking handle
horizontal and open a side
opening casement window
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Turned (opened sideways to
the inside) the windows can be
cleaned from inside, which
is an advantage, especially in
mul!-storey buildings

Turn the handle down to
ac!vate the built in metal-tometal locking mechanism

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec"on & bushﬁre safety
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Tilt & Turn Window Hardware
TILTING STAY "lts sash to the inside for secure ven"la"on

helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Patented CORNERSLIDE to
facilitate the unique opening
and locking features

Back CORNERSLIDE with
addi"onal locking pins for
windows higher than 900mm

Features
§ ﬁ%ngs fully 3D adjustable
§ no limit to sizes
§ handle can be posi"oned
at diﬀerent heights
§ carrying capacity up to
130kg sash weight handles
even the largest windows
§ easy to operate

LOCKING PINS spaced at a
minimum of every 700mm
provide mul"-point metalto-metal security locking and
press the sash onto the seal to
create an air"ght ﬁt. (Pins are
eccentrically mounted for easy
adjustment)

HANDLES available in the latest
ﬁnishes with the op"on of
keyed alike locks

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW

HINGES for two-way opening
with carrying capacity of 130kg

A S S O C I AT I O N

Bo$om CORNERSLIDE with
addi"onal locking pin for
windows wider than 1150mm

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

Both HINGES are three-way
adjustable - up & down, in &
out, side to side to always
ensure a perfect ﬁt

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au
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award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec•on & bushﬁre safety

Paarhammer Doors
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Custom made in Australia, Paarhammer doors have an ul•mate strength test of 2000pa
and water penetra•on of 150pa. Unique framing, sealing and the secure mul•-point
metal-to-metal locking system provide the highest energy eﬃciency (U-values from as low
as 1.1, low air inﬁltra•on from 0.05) and very high sound protec•on up to 45dB.
Paarhammer doors, including li•-slide sliding doors, corner sliders, giant sliders, stacker
sliders, bi-fold, French, entrance and pivot doors, are double or triple glazed with an argon
ﬁlled spacing between the glass panes. Choose from a variety of Australian made glass
op•ons, including Low-E and switchable I-glass. Patented German hardware provides
unparalleled security and strength. Automa•on and integra•on into home security systems
are also available.

Our products are available in planta•on grown •mbers, including FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) cer•ﬁed, and can be factory ﬁnished in your choice of stain or paint colours
to suit your design.
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

For customised energy eﬃciency solu•ons see our Architectural Timber Range, for
economical paint-ready products in standard sizes see Komfortline, for •mber products with
aluminium exterior cladding see our best of both worlds Wood-Alu Range, and for bushﬁre
solu•ons visit our Bushﬁre Safe Range.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

award winning windows & doors for energy eﬃciency, sound protec#on & bushﬁre safety
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Sliding Door Hardware
helping
architects, builders
& home owners
achieve
superior results

Paarhammer custom make sliding doors, stacker doors, corner sliders, and giant sliders (up
to 3m high or 5m wide per leaf, and up to 400kg per slider). The German engineered li!-slide
hardware li!s and frees the slider to ensure easy gliding and also facilitates ﬂoor level
installa#on for step-free access. Outstanding security is provided through the mul#-point
locking system. A variety of #mbers are used to create the unique air#ght framing design that
incorporates mul#-level rubber seals. Many diﬀerent conﬁgura#ons of sliding schemes and
glass op#ons are possible. Also ideal for areas with high wind loading.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
Ballan Vic

ABN 16 079 102 391

tel: 03 - 5368 1999
fax: 03 - 5368 1993

PO Box 26, Ballan
Vic 3342 Australia

email: mail@paarhammer.com.au
url: www.paarhammer.com.au

helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Attain 10 Stars
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Since 1990, Paarhammer windows and doors have been setting the benchmark in
energy efficiency in Australia.
Outstanding quality, security features and design flexibility ensures architects,
developers and home-owners achieve superior results, even for their most demanding
residential and commercial projects.
The trend towards buildings with an abundance of natural light and a seamless
connection between the interior and exterior is growing. Reducing heating and cooling
costs puts the focus on the quality and performance of windows and glazed doors.
Timber is well loved for its strength and
versatility, and enhances the feeling of
comfort and well-being.

Custom made in Australia, Paarhammer windows and doors
have a structural performance from 2000pa, and water
penetration from 150pa. Unique framing, sealing and the
secure metal-to-metal multi-point locking system provides
the highest energy efficiency (U-values from 0.8, low air
infiltration from 0.05) and sound protection of up to 45dB.

Timber is perfect for energy efficiency
with its natural insulation properties,
and is sustainable through regrowth,
thereby reducing our carbon footprint
- all key drivers for today’s building
designs. A variety of plantation grown
timbers, including FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) certified, are available
with your choice of finish.

A variety of Australian glass options are available, including
Low-E and switchable I-glass in double or triple glazing.
Choose from our Architectural Timber Range, economical
Komfortline, best of both worlds Wood-Alu Range, and our
Bushfire Safe Range, tested & approved for all Bushfire
Attack Levels, including BAL-FZ.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings
on website

Products - Double or Triple Glazed:
Tilt & turn windows
Double hung look-alike windows
Fixed windows
Sliding doors, giants, corner & stacker sliders
French doors
Bi-fold doors
Entrance doors
Pivot doors
All paints used by Paarhammer are low VOC
(Volatile Organic Compound).
Key features:
- Energy efficient
- Noise reduction
- Custom-made

- Sustainable timbers
- Australian made
- Quality workmanship

Photo courtesy of Stonnington Design

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW

With patented German hardware, Paarhammer windows
& doors offer unparalleled security and strength, and
outstanding energy efficiency. These fittings have several
locking pins all around each door or window, and are
operated easily with one handle. The double rebate framing
system can incorporate multi-level rubber seals for an
airtight fit. This eliminates drafts, hence energy saved
through double or triple glazing is not lost through the
frame.

A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer products are double (16mm air gap) or triple
glazed (with twice 12mm air gap). The spacing between the
glass panes is argon filled. Our products are suitable for
Passive Houses, and are custom made to shape and size.
Also available, the Bushfire Safe Range of windows and
doors, approved for all Bushfire Attack Levels (BALs)
including BAL-FZ (Flame Zone). Compliant to Australian
Standards AS3959-2009, AS1530.8.1, and AS1530.8.2.
Shutters are not required for compliance.

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au
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helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Komfortline Range
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
There is no doubt that Australians of all walks of life have become conscious of
increasing energy costs. The 6-star rating which applies to all new builds, renovations,
and additions can put pressure on builders to provide meaningful solutions to energy
conservation in their buildings.
For this reason Paarhammer has developed the Komfortline Range of windows and doors
in domestic sizes to assist builders in achieving improved energy ratings with ease. Our
new trade range provides builders with a solution to their customers’ concerns: a high
quality timber window or door that delivers top energy savings, draft elimination, noise
reduction, and outstanding security features.
It’s a great way for builders to add value
and achieve superior energy savings for
home buyers with European style tilt &
turn windows, fixed windows, French
doors, bi-fold doors and lift-slide doors.
Fly screens are available to order.

Trade range inclusions
These products feature the superior Paarhammer energy
savings but are limited to domestic sizes and doubleglazing, including:
• secure tilt and turn locking;
• restricted tilt function for child safety;
• timely delivery - installer training;
• sanded and primed - ready for painting;
• 10 year warranty on glass;
• optional 17mm ply reveal available at a surcharge.

Custom-made, supplied sanded, primed
with undercoat, and ready for painting,
Paarhammer Komfortline represents a
substantial saving for the builder while
suiting their workflow and contractor
arrangements on site.

As members of the AWA, our quality control is backed by
a 6 year warranty on workmanship and materials.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings
on website

Made from plantation grown Victorian Ash
timber, the windows and doors feature double
glazing with a 16mm airgap.
Security is achieved with a multi-point
metal-to-metal locking system. The
hardware has several locking pins all around
each window or door and locks the windows
and doors into the frame. This means that the
energy saved through double glazing is not
lost through the frame. The locking system,
when combined with special seals, is how
Paarhammer can achieve low U-values and no
drafts, translating into massive energy savings.
Key features:
- Energy efficient
- Noise reduction
- Custom-made

- Sustainable timbers
- Australian made
- Quality workmanship
- Double glazed
- German hardware

The Window Energy Rating Scheme (WERS) provides a scientifically based, fair and
credible rating system for the assessment of fenestration products for their energy
efficiency performance.
Energy ratings provided by WERS are third party certified to the AFRC requirements,
compliant with the National Construction Code (NCC), and able to be used to meet
regulatory requirements.
Paarhammer windows and
doors are WERS accredited,
please see table below for
detail
values of Komfortline.
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
Cool
%

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Tilt & Turn Window - Double Glazed
PAR-001-01

4/16/4

««««¶

««««««¶

61%

72%

2.2

0.39

0.41

0.05

PAR-001-02

4/16Ar/4S500

«««««

«««««««

65%

75%

1.8

0.37

0.39

0.05

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au
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helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Wood-Alu Windows
& Doors for
unique buildings
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Get the best of both worlds with the natural beauty and energy efficiency of timber with
no exterior painting.
The Wood-Alu Range of windows and doors feature the warmth of timber on the inside,
and low maintenance aluminium cladding on the outside.
With all the standard features including the highest degree of craftsmanship and German
hardware, Paarhammer Wood-Alu products are custom made to your specifications.
Double or triple glazing, combined with unique seals and double rebates combine to
deliver highly energy efficient windows and doors.
Custom made
Paarhammer Wood-Alu combines the
advantages of both timber and
aluminium, and are the ideal solution
for residential or commercial projects.
Custom made to shape and size.

With a narrow aluminium strip on the sash, the Wood-Alu
design presents a modern look, suitable for a range
of applications. A revolutionary back-vented clip-on
technique provides ventilation between the outer
aluminium profile and the inner timber frame, therefore
entending the durability of the window or door.

The engineered exterior aluminium
framing is powder coated and the internal
hardwood timber can be factory painted
or stained. A wide range of options are
available for the interior and exterior
finishes.

Glass & Glazing
Available with double or triple glazing, with glass
combinations of 28mm for double glazing, and 48mm for
triple glazing. A wide variety of glass options including
tinted, low-E glass, and switchable I-glass are available.
The spacing between the glass panes is argon filled.
&

www.paarhammer.com.au

With multi-point metal-to-metal locking
systems, patented German hardware provides
unparalleled security and strength. Operated
with one handle, these fittings have several
locking pins around each door and window
which lock in the frame, ensuring that energy
saved through the glazing is not lost through
the frame.
Wood-Alu windows & doors have the highest
energy efficiency (U-values from a low 0.9), no
drafts with low air infiltration from 0.05, and an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 42dB. That
is some 80-90% over conventional windows.
Key features:
- Alu frame external - Strength & durability
- Timber internal
- Low maintenance
- Custom-made
- High energy efficiency

A full range of products are available
including tilt & turn windows, fixed windows,
sliding doors, French doors, and hinged
doors.
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

All paints used by Paarhammer are low VOC
(Volatile Organic Compound).
Custom made by Paarhammer in Australia,
Wood-Alu windows and doors provide
outstanding quality, security features and
design flexibility. This ensures architects,
developers and home-owners achieve
superior results for all their residential and
commercial projects.

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au
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helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Bushfire Safe
Windows & Doors
Paarhammer energy efficient
windows & doors tested and
approved for all Bushfire
Attack Levels, even Flame
Zone BAL-FZ without shutters
Whether your design calls for a contemporary coastal lifestyle, an idyllic bush setting or
bringing a historic rural abode into the 21st century, complying with new bushfire safety
regulations has just become easier.
Paarhammer Bushfire Safe windows and doors make it possible to combine aesthetics
and design freedom with safety in the highest bushfire prone areas. Tested and approved
for all Bushfire Attack Levels (BALs) up to and including BAL-FZ without shutters.
Tested to, and compliant with, Australian Standards AS 3959-2018, AS 1530.8.1, and
AS 1530.8.2 (and AS 3959-2009).
Custom-made
Bushfire Safe windows and doors are
made from selected FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) certified Manilkara
Bidentata timbers.
In BAL-FZ this is combined with Schott
Pyranova Glass®. Intumescent layers on
one pane of the double glazed unit act
like a heat blanket in case of fire.
Energy efficiency combined with bushfire safety
Paarhammer Bushfire Safe windows and doors give peace
of mind without compromising their highest energy rating
in Australia, and come with compliance certification.

BAL-40 products feature Viridian
PyroGuard40™ as part of double glazed
units.

Available products include tilt & turn windows, fixed
windows, hinged doors, French doors and sliding doors for
BAL-FZ, as well as bi-fold doors for lower bushfire ratings.
Outstanding quality, security features and design flexibility
ensures architects, developers and home-owners achieve
superior results with outstanding quality, design, energy
efficiency and security features.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Invention
Problem solving and innovation are hallmarks
of Paarhammer windows and doors. So it is not
surprising that the company was the first to
introduce bushfire safe windows to Australia.
BAL-FZ products are protected by a patent.
Awards
Paarhammer Flame Zone products have been
recognised at the Victorian Fire Awareness
Awards by the Department of Sustainability,
and received the Australian Windows
Association ‘Most Innovative Window and
Door System’ award 2012.

Paarhammer offer a full suite of
compliant Bushfire Safe products
from BAL-29 and BAL-40, to BAL-FZ.
Ability to Save Lives
Simulating the highest level of bushfires, BAL-FZ windows
and doors have been tested to withstand gruelling
temperatures that exceed 850 degrees for 30 minutes.
AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

After a 1 hour cool down period, the test showed no signs
of the raging fire and heat on the inside of the windows
and doors.

After Test Hardware

These independent tests, conducted by NATA-accredited
Exova Warringtonfire, also showed weather seals, and tilt
& turn, sliding and locking operations in perfect working
order after the tests were completed.
The tests also showed that radiated heat through the
windows and doors did not exceed 6kW, which is less than
half of the 15kW allowed by the Australian Standard.
This resulted in Paarhammer Bushfire Safe products being
the first to comply with the relevant Australian Standards
AS 3959-2009, AS 1530.8.1 (BAL-40) and AS 1530.8.2 (BALFZ). Also compliant with AS 3959-2018.

After Test Outside

Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au
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After Test Inside

helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Tilt & Turn Windows
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
The tilt and turn fittings are precision made in Germany and feature the flexibility of two
opening positions (side opening casement or top opening hopper) operated with one
handle. These fittings have several locking pins all around the window, which lock the
sash into the frame to provide multi-point metal-to-metal security locking. This means
that the energy saved through double or triple glazing is not lost through the frame.
New child safety rules in the National Construction Code can easily be accomodated by
making the windows tilt only and thereby restricting the opening to 125mm. Only after
a key is used to unlock the window can it then be opened sideways to the inside for easy
cleaning.
Custom-made
With virtually no limit to size and shape,
the Paarhammer window and door
system is adaptable to any wall and
suitable for any style of building.

*Photo courtesy of Stonnington Design

Glass & Glazing
In double glazing the airgap used is 16mm, whereas in triple
glazing it is twice 12mm. Any glass combination is possible
including I-glass or heat mirrors. Combined with superior
frames, seals and craftsmanship this is how Paarhammer
can achieve the lowest U-value of any window made in
Australia. (WERS 0.8)
&

There are a variety of glazing and
timbers to choose from, including FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified
timbers. Products can be ordered
sanded only or spray painted in a range
of finishes and colours.

In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of
up to 85%, Paarhammer windows can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some
80-90% over conventional windows.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings
on website

Innovation is the hallmark of Paarhammer
windows and doors. The company was the
first to introduce bushfire safe windows and
doors to Australia, and now offers a full suite
for all bushfire levels including BAL-29, BAL-40,
and BAL-FZ, without the need for shutters.
E-lock for home security systems, automated
ventilation, in-glass venetians, outside shading
options, etc available on request.
Outstanding quality, security features and
design flexibility ensures architects, developers
and home-owners achieve superior results.
Key features:
- Energy efficient
- Noise reduction
- Custom-made

- Sustainable timbers
- Australian made
- Quality workmanship

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
Cool
%

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Tilt & Turn Window - Double Glazed
PAR-001-01

4/16/4

««««¶

««««««¶

61%

72%

2.2

0.39

0.41

0.05

PAR-001-02

4/16Ar/4S500

«««««

«««««««

65%

75%

1.8

0.37

0.39

0.05

AUSTRALIAN

PAR-001-03

4EG/16Ar/4S500

««««««

««««««

75%

66%

1.8

0.21

0.32

0.05

GLASS &
WINDOW

Tilt & Turn Window - Triple Glazed

A S S O C I AT I O N

PAR-002-01

4/12/3/12/4

«««««

«««««««

66%

75%

1.8

0.35

0.38

0.05

PAR-002-02

4/12Ar/4S500/12Ar/4S500

«««««¶

«««««««

71%

76%

1.4

0.31

0.33

0.05

PAR-002-03

4EG/12Ar/3/12Ar/4S500

««««««¶

««««««¶

78%

67%

1.5

0.19

0.29

0.05

PAR-002-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

««««««

84%

65%

1.3

0.13

0.28

0.05

0.52

0.56

0.05

Scandinavian Fir Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-009-01

4/12Ar/3/12Ar/4

«««¶

««««««¶

55%

65%

1.7

PAR-009-02

4PThrm/12Ar/3PThrm/12Ar/4PThrm

««««««¶

«««««¶

79%

58%

0.8

0.23

0.40

0.05

PAR-009-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

83%

52%

0.9

0.16

0.28

0.05

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
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helping
architects, builders
and home owners
achieve superior
results

. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Double Hung
Windows
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Re-create the look of yesteryear with all the advantages of modern technology like
extreme energy saving, high sound protection and increased security. Even for inner
city terraces protected by covenants - where street appearance cannot change - turn to
Paarhammer for the solution. You can create a quiet oasis where noise stays outside and
drafts no longer exist.
Made to order, Paarhammer look-alike double hung windows achieve up to 7.5 WERS
energy stars in the WERS ratings, thereby offering energy savings of up to 85%. They are
essentially tilt & turn windows using German hardware, offering two opening positions
and metal-to-metal security locking. Child restrictions can be accomodated.
Custom-made
With virtually no limit to size and shape,
the Paarhammer double hung window
system is adaptable to any wall and
suitable for any style of building.

*Photo courtesy of Stonnington Design

Glass & Glazing
In double glazing the airgap used is 16mm, whereas in
triple glazing it is twice 12mm. Any glass combination is
possible including Low-E, I-glass or heat mirrors. Combining
superior frames, seals and craftsmanship, Paarhammer can
achieve the lowest U-value of any window made in Australia.
(WERS 0.8)
&

There are a variety of glazing and
timbers to choose from, including FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified
timbers. Products can be ordered
sanded only or spray painted in a range
of finishes and colours.

In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of
up to 85%, Paarhammer windows can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some
80-90% over conventional windows.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings
on website

The German tilt and turn fittings feature
the flexibility of two opening positions (side
opening casement or top opening hopper)
operated with one handle. These fittings have
several locking pins which lock the sash into
the frame to provide security locking, thereby
eliminating drafts and noise.
E-lock for home security systems, automated
ventilation, in-glass venetians, outside shading
options, etc available on request.
Outstanding quality, security features and
design flexibility ensures architects, developers
and home-owners achieve superior results.
Key features:
- Energy efficient
- Noise reduction
- Custom-made

- Sustainable timbers
- Australian made
- Quality workmanship

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
Cool
%

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Tilt & Turn Window - Double Glazed
PAR-001-01

4/16/4

««««¶

««««««¶

61%

72%

2.2

0.39

0.41

0.05

PAR-001-02

4/16Ar/4S500

«««««

«««««««

65%

75%

1.8

0.37

0.39

0.05

AUSTRALIAN

PAR-001-03

4EG/16Ar/4S500

««««««

««««««

75%

66%

1.8

0.21

0.32

0.05

GLASS &
WINDOW

Tilt & Turn Window - Triple Glazed

A S S O C I AT I O N

PAR-002-01

4/12/3/12/4

«««««

«««««««

66%

75%

1.8

0.35

0.38

0.05

PAR-002-02

4/12Ar/4S500/12Ar/4S500

«««««¶

«««««««

71%

76%

1.4

0.31

0.33

0.05

PAR-002-03

4EG/12Ar/3/12Ar/4S500

««««««¶

««««««¶

78%

67%

1.5

0.19

0.29

0.05

PAR-002-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

««««««

84%

65%

1.3

0.13

0.28

0.05

PAR-002-05

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««¶

««««««

85%

65%

1.2

0.11

0.19

0.05

Scandinavian Fir Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-009-01

4/12Ar/3/12Ar/4

«««¶

««««««¶

55%

65%

1.7

0.52

0.56

0.05

PAR-009-02

4PThrm/12Ar/3PThrm/12Ar/4PThrm

««««««¶

«««««¶

79%

58%

0.8

0.23

0.40

0.05

PAR-009-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

83%

52%

0.9

0.16

0.28

0.05
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. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

Lift-Slide Doors
Sliding Door Giants
Stacker Doors
Corner Sliders
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.

*

Alfresco living is much in demand for entertaining. The trend towards building homes
with an abundance of natural light and a seamless connection between interior and
exterior spaces is growing. Open up your house with sliding doors, stacker sliders,
giant sliders or corner sliders for indoor outdoor living.
Paarhammer lift-slide doors achieve their outstanding energy efficiency through their
unique airtight framing design that incorporates multi-level rubber seals to eliminate
drafts. Easy gliding action is achieved through specially engineered lift-slide functionality
which also facilitates floor level installations for step-free access and a cleaner look.
Custom-made
Sliding doors are available in a multitude
of configurations including stackers, and
can be up to 3m high or 5m wide per leaf
(up to 400kg). A variety of double or triple
glazed glass options are possible.

Double or triple glazing together with a double layer of
seals and multi-point locking ensure energy savings of up
to 84% and a sound protection of up to 45dB. This is some
80-90% over conventional sliding doors.

There is a range of timbers to choose
from, including FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®) certified timbers.
Products can be ordered fine sanded only
or spray painted in a variety of finishes
and colours.

The German engineered hardware lifts and frees the slider
to guarantee easy gliding and is also available motorised.
Outstanding security is provided through multi-point
locking. The threshold can be recessed into the floor.
Lift-slide doors are draft free and ideal for high wind
loading.
For an alfreco lifestyle or architectural accents,
Paarhammer sliding doors are the answer.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Innovation and problem solving are hallmarks
of Paarhammer. The company was the first to
introduce bushfire safe windows and doors to
Australia. Lift-slide doors are available, tested
and approved for all bushfire levels including
BAL-29, BAL-40, and BAL-FZ, without the need
for shutters.
Accessories available include timber flyscreen
doors, retractable screens, and in-glass
venetians.
Outstanding quality, security features and
design flexibility ensures architects, developers
and home-owners achieve superior results.

**

*
* Photo courtesy of Viridian - photography by Peter Hyatt
** Photo courtesy of Stonnington Design
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Heat
%
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Uw
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Sliding Door - Double Glazed
AUSTRALIAN

PAR-005-01

5/16/5

«««¶

«««««¶

53%

56%

2.4

0.50

0.54

0.31

GLASS &
WINDOW

PAR-005-02

5EA/16Ar/5

««««¶

««««««

61%

60%

1.7

0.43

0.50

0.31

A S S O C I AT I O N

Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
5/12/3/12/5

««««

««««««

60%

60%

1.8

0.45

0.49

0.31

PAR-006-01
PAR-006-02

5EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/5EA

«««««

««««««

67%

63%

1.2

0.38

0.43

0.31

PAR-006-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

«««««

82%

50%

1.1

0.17

0.37

0.31

PAR-006-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.15

0.25

0.31

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

50%

1.0

0.14

0.25

0.31

Scandinavian Fir Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-007-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL
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Bi-Fold Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Alfresco living is much in demand for entertaining. The trend towards building homes
with an abundance of natural light and a seamless connection between interior and
exterior spaces is growing. Open up your house with bi-fold doors for modern indoor
outdoor living.
Paarhammer bi-fold doors achieve outstanding energy efficiency through the unique
airtight framing design that incorporates rubber seals to eliminate drafts. No rattling,
no shootbolts, just turn the handle on every second door. Recessed threshold for
step-free access and a cleaner look. Retractable flyscreens are available to order.
Custom-made
Double or triple glazed, bi-fold doors
can be inward or outward opening. The
everyday door on inward opening bi-folds
can have a tilt function for better air
circulation. Many configurations are
available, up to 10m wide or 2.8m high.

Energy efficiency
In double glazing the airgap used is 16mm, whereas in triple
glazing it is twice 12mm. Any glass combination is possible
including I-glass or heat mirrors. Combined with superior
frames, seals and craftsmanship, this is how Paarhammer
can achieve the lowest U-value of any bi-fold door made
in Australia. (WERS 1.0)

There are a variety of timbers to choose
from, including FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) certified timbers. Bi-fold doors
can be ordered fine sanded only or spray
painted in a range of finishes and colours.

In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of up
to 84%, Paarhammer doors can also deliver an astonishing
noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some 80-90% over
conventional doors.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Security
The hardware fittings are precision made in
Germany. These fittings have several locking
pins all around each door, operated with one
handle. The multi-point metal-to-metal security
hardware lock the door into the frame. This
means that the energy saved through double
or triple glazing is not lost through the frame.
Combinations
Bi-fold doors are available in many schemes,
up to 10m wide or up to 2.8m high. The design
flexibility enables the door configuration to
be tailored to your specific needs.

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
Cool
%

Updated 1-May-2019
Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Bi-Fold Doors - Double Glazed
AUSTRALIAN

PAR-003-01

4/16/4

«««¶

«««««¶

52%

56%

2.4

0.51

0.54

0.21

GLASS &
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PAR-003-02

4Clr/16Ar/4

«««¶

«««««¶

52%

57%

2.4

0.51

0.54

0.21

A S S O C I AT I O N

PAR-003-03

4EA/16Ar/4

««««¶

««««««

61%

60%

1.8

0.43

0.50

0.21

0.45

0.49

0.21

Bi-Fold Doors - Triple Glazed
PAR-004-01

4/12/3/12/4

««««

««««««

59%

60%

1.8

PAR-004-02

4EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4EA

«««««

««««««

67%

62%

1.2

0.37

0.42

0.21

PAR-004-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

«««««

82%

50%

1.1

0.17

0.36

0.21

PAR-004-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.1

0.14

0.24

0.21

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.14

0.24

0.21

Scandinavian Fir Bi-Fold Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-008-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL
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. . . with Australian-made award winning windows & doors
for energy efficiency, sound protection & bushfire safety

French Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Traditionally used to provide access to a verandah, French doors are now available in
many styles and can be incorporated into the building design to make a powerful style
statement. Enjoy an abundance of natural light and open up your house with French
doors for modern indoor outdoor living.
Paarhammer French doors achieve their outstanding energy efficiency through their
unique airtight framing design that incorporates rubber seals to eliminate drafts.
No rattling, just turn the handle.

Custom-made
Double or triple glazed, French doors
can be either inward or outward opening.
The main door on inward opening doors
can have a tilt function for excellent air
circulation. Many design options are
available with glass only or timber inserts.

Energy efficiency
In double glazing the airgap used is 16mm, whereas in
triple glazing it is twice 12mm. Any glass combination is
possible including Low-E, tinted, or switchable I-glass.
Combined with superior frames, seals and craftsmanship,
this is how Paarhammer can achieve the lowest U-value.

There are a variety of timbers to choose
from, including FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) certified timbers. French doors
can be ordered fine sanded only or spray
painted in a range of finishes and colours.

In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of up
to 80% or more, Paarhammer doors can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some
80-90% over conventional doors.
Hinged or sliding flyscreens are available to order.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Innovation and problem solving are hallmarks
of Paarhammer. The company was the first to
introduce bushfire safe windows and doors to
Australia. French doors are also available for all
bushfire attack levels, including BAL-FZ.
The hardware fittings are precision made in
Germany. These fittings have several locking
pins all around each door, operated with
one handle. The multi-point metal-to-metal
security hardware lock the door into the frame.
This means that the energy saved through
double or triple glazing is not lost through the
frame, and there are no drafts.

*

* photo courtesy of Stonnington Design

WERS values for French doors are comparable to our window and door ratings as
the same technologies are employed, such as the unique airtight framing design,
seals and locking systems.

AUSTRALIAN
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Entrance Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Your entrance door is like your business card. When visitors come to the home the
entrance door will give a first impression. There are many designs available from modern
to traditional, from blending in to making a statement. The design should suit the house
so that ‘curb appeal’ works as a whole and makes the home inviting.
Importantly, an entrance door should not only look good but work well. After choosing
the right design, sealing and security are the main issues for front doors. Paarhammer
entrance doors achieve their outstanding energy efficiency through their unique airtight
framing design that incorporates rubber seals to eliminate drafts.
Security
This is a very important point as not all
visitors are desirable. New advances
in locks and opening mechanisms can
improve your entrance door’s security.

Custom-made
Whether you choose an elegant door, more
modern or traditional, a variety of designs are
available to suit the architectural style of your
home or business, and custom designs can be
made just for you.

Multi-point locks allow the door to be
locked in several places at once just by
turning the key in the lock. Hardware with
3 locks – top, middle and bottom of your
door – can even include hooks, which
makes it impossible for an intruder to lift
your door off its hinges.

There are a variety of glazing and timbers
to choose from, including FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®) certified timbers.
Products can be ordered sanded only or spray
painted in a range of finishes and colours.
Entrance doors are also available for all
bushfire attack levels, including BAL-FZ.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Integrated Home Security
Entrance doors are available with multiple
locks for manual or electronic operation.
Electronic door locks can be integrated into
your home security system or stand alone
applications like fingerprint recognition that
do not require an electrician for installation.
No draft
Sealing well means that your door is double
rebated with rubber seals all around. This
reduces draft to almost zero and your energy
bills will reduce dramatically. Especially if any
glazed areas are double or triple glazed.
Energy efficiency
Double or triple glazing is combined with our superior
rebated framing design that incorporates rubber seals to
eliminate drafts. This is how Paarhammer can achieve the
lowest U-value.
In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of
up to 80%, Paarhammer doors can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some
80-90% over conventional doors.
WERS values for entrance doors are comparable to our
window and door ratings as the same technologies are
used, such as framing design, seals and locking systems.

AUSTRALIAN
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Aluminium
Entrance Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
An entrance door should not only look good but work well. After choosing the right
design, sealing and security are the main issues for front doors. Paarhammer aluminium
entrance doors are easy to maintain, and feature German hardware. Double or triple
glazed, choose from a variety of glass.
A range of entrance door designs are available to suit the architectural style of your
home or business, and are custom made to your specifications.

No draft
Paarhammer aluminium entrance doors achieve outstanding
energy efficiency, eliminating drafts with unique airtight
framing design and rubber seals.
With rebates and rubber seals all around the frame, draft is
reduced to almost zero, and when combined with double
or triple glazing energy bills can reduce dramatically.

Entrance combinations
Available in a multitude of configurations,
entrance combinations are made to
order, and a variety of double or triple
glazed glass options are possible. Wide
selection of styles, colours, and German
hardware to choose from.
Security
Multi-point locks allow the door to be
locked in several places at once just by
turning the key in the lock. Hardware
with 3 locks - top, middle and bottom
of your door - can even include hooks,
which makes it impossible for an intruder
to lift your door off its hinges. Locks are
available for manual or electronic
operation.

www.paarhammer.com.au

Styles of configurations
Configurations above are a selection of
the entrance combinations available.
For further options please contact the
Paarhammer office.
Door Hardware
There are many styles of hardware
available to choose from, a small selection
of handles are featured here. For the full
catalogue please contact the Paarhammer
office.
Integrated Home Security
Electronic door locks can be integrated into your home
security system or stand alone applications like fingerprint
recognition that do not require an electrician for
installation.
Energy efficiency
Double or triple glazing is combined with our superior
rebated framing design that incorporates rubber seals to
eliminate drafts. This is how Paarhammer can achieve the
lowest U-value.
In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of
up to 80%, Paarhammer doors can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 42dB.
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Door Handles
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.

Door hardware is just as important as the style of the architecture and the entrance door
of your build. Beautifully engineered door handles are available, designed for maximum
comfort, safety, efficiency and ease of use.

Code: BL
Name: Bella

Code: VR
Name: Verona

Code: GI
Name: Guiletta

Code: CA
Name: Catalina

Code: DA
Name: Daniela

Code: MT
Name: Montana

Code: LX
Name: Lanex

Code: TLX
Name: Timber Lanex

Code: EM
Name: Ema

Code: ZO
Name: Zola

Code: PA
Name: Palm

Code: CL
Name: Club

A sample of the door hardware is
featured, ranging from delicate curved
handles to thicker, modern styling.
Handles incorporating timber are also
available.
Choose from left or right handing, a large
variety of styles, finishes, and materials.

Backing plate
Code: PR83S

Backing plate
Code: PS103L-E

Code: RH
Right Hand

www.paarhammer.com.au

Code: LH
Left Hand

Pull Handles
A selection of pull handles are featured
here for single or double sided use, on key
operated doors. Can be used on interior
and exterior doors.
Security
Both turn handles and pull handles work
in conjunction with multi-point locks
which allow the door to be locked in
several places at once just by turning the
key in the lock. Hardware with 3 locks top, middle and bottom of your door can even include hooks, which makes it
impossible for an intruder to lift your door
off its hinges. Locks are available for
manual or electronic operation.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Integrated Home Security
Electronic door locks can be integrated into your home security
system or opt for fingerprint recognition.
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Barrier-Free
Magnetic Seal
Threshold
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.

Whether you want to build a new home or retrofit your old one, Paarhammer external
hinged doors, with a level threshold that stops drafts, are the ideal solution. No door draft
stoppers - or fabric door snakes - just a perfect level seal to keep out drafts, noise and
water. This is now possible with the new barrier-free magnetic threshold.
When the door is closed, 2 double seals with silicone contact in the threshold are
automatically attracted to the 2 magnetic strips at the bottom of the door. The seals come
up from the level threshold, meet the magnets, and seal the bottom of the door. When the
door is opened the magnetic field is broken, and the seals drop back into the threshold,
making it a level surface.

Advantages
- Completely barrier-free, no risk of
stumbling
- 20 year warranty on magnet force
- No mechanics, no wear
Barrier-free accessibility means easy
traffic movement between spaces, and
incorporating style, great design and
modern technology, all while achieving
energy efficiency with thermal
insulation.

Double safety through double magnets
The two magnetic rails running parallel to each other
provide double protection against penetrating forces
from outside: rain, humidity, sand, vermin or draft air.
&

Possible soiling or dust is removed by a silicone contact seal
used when closing the door; the magnets are cleaned at the
same time. Rainwater is drained outside.
The system provides excellent thermal insulation. It is
reliable in day-to-day use and maintenance-free for
unlimited time.

www.paarhammer.com.au

helping
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and home owners
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ECO Façade
Curtain Wall
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Façades offer distinct advantages, allowing a choice of glass solutions for the right light
levels and insulation, thereby significantly reducing artificial lighting as well as
heating and cooling costs by up to 80% or more. Constructed with the strength, warmth
and energy efficiency of timber inside and aluminium clad for zero maintenance outside.
The visible aluminium profile is clipped onto the outside, is only 50mm wide, available in
a variety of colours, and guarantees a hardwearing and maintenance free outer skin.
The ECO Façade is pre-fabricated in our manufacturing plant and we have developed a
simple site assembly system, saving time and money. The internal construction is made
in timber or engineered timber and can be load bearing.
Custom-made
Each glass panel operates independently
enabling the ECO Façade to accommodate inserts of double or triple glazed
doors, and openable and fixed windows,
operated manually or motorised. Doors
can be single, French, bi-fold or sliding,
and fingerprint recognition or inclusion
into automation systems may be
incoporated. A variety of finishes and
timbers to choose from, including FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified
timbers.

Humans respond positively to the internal timber as it
is visually warm and contributes to a positive, relaxed
atmosphere. Wood contributes to humidity control,
controls air-borne contaminants and emits very few,
if any, harmful vapours. It also stores carbon for life.

www.paarhammer.com.au

CAD drawings on website

Energy efficiency
Paarhammer ECO Façades are high performing
and can reduce energy use by up to 83% with
U-values from a low 0.8. Glass units between
24mm and 48mm to customer’s specifications
are inserted.
All different glass combinations including
Low-E, tinted, self-cleaning etc are available to
choose from to make up double or triple glazed
units. The contact pressure of the glazing
caskets are regulated by sealing profiles.
With Paarhammer you can have it all: the
warmth of timber inside and no-maintenance
aluminium outside, the health and cost benefits
of energy efficiency, all packed in a very
attractive customised ECO Façade.

Award for ECO Façade
Featured first at Designbuild 2014, the ECO Façade wins the Selector Best New Product Award 2014.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
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This award encourages innovation, development and improvement of products for use in architectural
projects. The judges for 2014 include Clare Cousins, founding director of Clare Cousins Architects; Jeremy
McLeod, founding director of Breathe Architecture; and Nick Deans, project professional at Woods Bagot.
‘Jury comment: Paarhammer’s ECO Façade system was a standout product ...and their proactive
sustainable practices are also highly commendable. This is a highly resolved and desirable glazing system.’
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Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

0.52

0.56

0.05

Scandinavian Fir Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-009-01

4/12Ar/3/12Ar/4

«««¶

««««««¶

55%

65%

1.7

PAR-009-02

4PThrm/12Ar/3PThrm/12Ar/4PThrm

««««««¶

«««««¶

79%

58%

0.8

0.23

0.40

0.05

PAR-009-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

83%

52%

0.9

0.16

0.28

0.05
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Passive House
Windows & Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
The Passive House building standard challenges current mainstream building standards
and methods, and provides an energy efficient alternative.
Passive House standard was developed in the late 1980’s in Germany. A construction
concept for cost effective structures that provide high levels of comfort while using
very little energy for heating and cooling. This concept can be applied to any design,
anywhere.
With high energy efficiency ratings, made to order Paarhammer products are a perfect
fit for passive houses, or those wanting to improve the energy efficiency of their project.
Paarhammer is a member of the Australian Passive House Association.
Key measures to achieve Passive House
performance criteria
▪ triple glazing
▪ excellent level of air tightness
▪ good indoor air quality
▪ insulation with minimal thermal bridging
▪ passive solar gains & internal heat sources

Under the Passive House accreditation process, the building envelope must achieve
extremely low air leakage performance. Air leakages or drafts are year round issues in winter, they allow valuable warm air to escape and unwanted cold air to enter;
in summer, the reverse occurs.
Paarhammer triple glazed timber windows and doors combine superior frames, seals
and craftsmanship, achieving the lowest U-value of any window made in Australia (with
U-values from 0.8, and low air infiltration from 0.05).
Be aware that Australian ratings (WERS) differ from European ratings. Windows imported
from Europe will have a lower U-value number, even though the windows made here
in Australia (with a higher number) are the same, or even better, in energy efficiency.
Please call if you have questions.

Air leakage/blower test

www.paarhammer.com.au

The hardware fittings are precision made in Germany. The multi-point
metal-to-metal security hardware locks the door or window into the
frame or sash.
There is a variety of glazing and timbers to choose from, including FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified timbers. Products can be
ordered spray painted in a range of finishes or colours, or are available
as our Wood-Alu range, with powder coated aluminium cladding.

CAD drawings
on website

Key features:
- Energy efficient
- Noise reduction
- Custom-made

- Sustainable timbers
- Australian made
- Quality workmanship

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
Cool
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Window ID

Glazing

Cooling Stars

Total Window - AFRC

Heat
%

Hea!ng Stars

Uw

SHGC

Tvw

Aif Inf

Tilt & Turn Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-002-01

4/12/3/12/4

PAR-002-02

4/12Ar/4S500/12Ar/4S500

PAR-002-03

4EG/12Ar/3/12Ar/4S500

PAR-002-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

PAR-002-05

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

66%

75%

1.8

0.35

0.38

0.05

«««««¶

«««««««

71%

76%

1.4

0.31

0.33

0.05

««««««¶

««««««¶

78%

67%

1.5

0.19

0.29

0.05

«««««««

««««««

84%

65%

1.3

0.13

0.28

0.05

«««««««¶

««««««

85%

65%

1.2

0.11

0.19

0.05

«««««

Scandinavian Fir Fixed Window - Triple Glazed
PAR-009-01

4/12Ar/3/12Ar/4

«««¶

««««««¶

55%

65%

1.7

0.52

0.56

0.05

PAR-009-02

4PThrm/12Ar/3PThrm/12Ar/4PThrm

««««««¶

«««««¶

79%

58%

0.8

0.23

0.40

0.05

PAR-009-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

83%

52%

0.9

0.16

0.28

0.05

Bi-Fold Doors - Triple Glazed

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

PAR-004-01

4/12/3/12/4

««««

««««««

59%

60%

1.8

0.45

0.49

0.21

PAR-004-02

4EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4EA

«««««

««««««

67%

62%

1.2

0.37

0.42

0.21

PAR-004-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

«««««

82%

50%

1.1

0.17

0.36

0.21

PAR-004-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.1

0.14

0.24

0.21

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.14

0.24

0.21

60%

1.8

0.45

0.49

0.31

Scandinavian Fir Bi-Fold Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-008-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-006-01

5/12/3/12/5

««««

««««««

60%

PAR-006-02

5EA/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/5EA

«««««

««««««

67%

63%

1.2

0.38

0.43

0.31

PAR-006-03

4SB70XL/12Ar/3Clr/12Ar/4ET

«««««««

«««««

82%

50%

1.1

0.17

0.37

0.31

PAR-006-04

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

«««««««

«««««

84%

49%

1.0

0.15

0.25

0.31

«««««««¶

«««««

84%

50%

1.0

0.14

0.25

0.31

Scandinavian Fir Sliding Door - Triple Glazed
PAR-007-01

4SB70XL/12Ar/3SB70XL/12Ar/4SB70XL

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
Paarhammer Pty Ltd | 53 Haddon Drive | PO Box 26 | Ballan Victoria 3342 | Australia
tel - 03 5368 1999 | fax - 03 5368 1993 | direct call - 1300 655 920
email - mail@paarhammer.com.au

no draft

no fire

no noise

www.paarhammer.com.au

We are committed to a
sustainable future with
architectural flexibility
and style.
Our windows and doors
are made from plantation
timber and FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®)
certified timber.

Award winning windows & doors for
energy efficiency, sound protection
& bushfire safety
With virtually no limitations to size and shape, the
Paarhammer window and door system is adaptable
to any wall and suitable for any style of building.

The design, quality, safety
and energy efficiency of
our windows and doors
have been recognised by
many awards and industry
acknowledgements.

AUSTRALIAN

GLASS &
WINDOW
A S S O C I AT I O N

Energy efficient products & services:

Paarhammer Pty Ltd
53 Haddon Drive
PO Box 26
Ballan Victoria 3342
Australia

¿
¿
¿
¿
¿
¿
¿
¿

Double or triple glazed windows (with tilt & turn)
Double rebated entrance doors (with multi-point locks)
French doors (incl. tilt options)
Bi-fold doors with tilt option (up to 10m wide)
Sliding doors (up to 3m high, and with secure lock)
Facades (curtain walls with timber & aluminium composite)
Double Hung look-alike windows (for heritage buildings)
Pivot doors (draft proof )

Security systems integration:
tel:
fax:

03 5368 1999
03 5368 1993

mail@paarhammer.com.au
www.paarhammer.com.au

direct call 1300 655 920

External doors are now available with e-locks to work
with integrated home security systems.

Unmatched bushfire safety:
Paarhammer manufactures Australia’s first windows
that are compliant with Bushfire Attack Levels BAL-40
and the extreme BAL-FZ (Flame Zone).

